CUES CUSTOM

TRUCK-MOUNTED INSPECTION SYSTEMS

CUES proudly offers custom truck, van, ATV, or trailer-mounted
systems for all of your TV inspection, condition assessment, and
rehabilitation needs!
Made to withstand the most severe conditions and ergonomically designed for comfort and efficiency, CUES
vehicle-mounted systems can include TV inspection equipment for sanitary and storm water lines, laser
and sonar pipe profiling systems, mainline joint and lateral sealing, and lateral reinstatement cutters for the
relining industry. Equipment can be ergonomically mounted to inspect 6” through 200” mainlines and 3”
through 8” lateral services. Customize your truck interior, cabinets, equipment, and mounting configuration
to fit your unique requirements! Truck and trailer mounted grout rehabilitation systems are available for
mainline, manhole, and lateral joint sealing and can be equipped with the latest CCTV equipment and
decision support software for television inspection with documented condition assessment!
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CUES TRUCK-MOUNTED
Inspection
Systems
Features
& Benefits
TV MAINLINE/LATERAL INSPECTION TRUCKS
Equipment can be ergonomically mounted to
inspect 6” through 200” mainlines and 3” through
8” lateral services with optional equipment to
inspect 3” through 8” lateral services with access
from the mainline or a clean-out. 			
		
TV/INSPECTION TRUCKS
CUES offers a wide variety of chassis choices with
custom interiors. Equipment can be ergonomically
mounted to inspect 6” through 200” mainlines
and 3” through 8” lateral services. User friendly
GraniteNet data acquisition software can interface
with various asset management and ESRI ArcGIS
systems.
SPRINTER TV INSPECTION TRUCKS
Custom Sprinter trucks are available for pipeline
inspection operations.
TV/CUTTER/GROUT INSPECTION TRUCKS
This all-in-one production unit can complete
TV Inspection of mainlines, laterals (optional),
joint sealing of mainlines or laterals, and
lateral reinstatement (cutting). Pipe inspection
operations and the resultant rehabilitation action
are facilitated by one integrated system.

CUES is a licensed truck
dealership/truck-body
converter and stocks
various Ford, GMC,
Chevrolet, Workhorse,
International, and
Freightliner chassis,
ranging from 5,280 GVWR
to 33,000 GVWR.
With our in-house, state-of-the-art
Vehicle Assembly Center, CUES can
substantially reduce the manufacturing
time required for your turn-key truckmounted system! Customize your
truck interior, cabinets, equipment,
and mounting configuration to fit your
unique requirements! Depending
on the specific vehicle, chassis are
available in diesel, gas, and natural gas
configurations. Optional dry freight box
mounted systems are also available.

TV/CUTTER INSPECTION TRUCKS
Custom Cutter / TV inspection trucks include full
capabilities for reinstating lateral services, removal
of protruding taps, brush finishing existing cuts,
and pre and post TV inspection.
TV/GROUT INSPECTION TRUCKS
This all-in-one production unit can complete
TV Inspection of mainlines, laterals (optional),
joint sealing of mainlines or laterals, and
lateral reinstatement (cutting). Pipe inspection
operations and the resultant rehabilitation action
are facilitated by one integrated system.
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EVOLUTION
Series 3.0 Interior

The CUES Evolution
3.0 Series is designed
to maximize operator
comfort, safety and
convenience.

The Evolution 3.0 Series Interior provides a modern ergonomic design to
achieve ease of operation, safety, and convenient storage to produce the
most efficient, rugged, and reliable system in today’s market.
The Evolution 3.0 Series Interior includes many standard features, such as insulated walls and ceilings
for interior comfort, the best interior materials and finishes available to provide a long lasting quality
work environment for the operator, a large tinted safety glass viewing window to maximize the viewing
area when operating the equipment, and high-bright long life interior LED lighting to maximize operator
safety and efficiency.
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EVOLUTION SERIES 3.0
Features & Benefits
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Sliding drawer storage in rear kick plate for tools
and accessories.
Lockable storage drawer in rear kick plate with
cable notch for camera/transporter setup.
Three step rear bumper with folding step and
safety grab handle.
Side entry door with fold out steps and safety grab
handle.

The CUES Evolution
3.0 Series is designed
to maximize operator
comfort, safety and
convenience. CONTACT
CUES TO LEARN HOW A CCTV
INSPECTION VEHICLE CAN
BE CUSTOMIZED PER YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS.

Hazard strobe warning light system.
Front and rear directional traffic advisors.
Custom exterior safety lighting/strobes/LED flasher
systems (customer to specify).
Rear awning for protection from the sun and rain.
Intercom system for communication between the
Viewing and Equipment rooms.
20 gallon washdown system for equipment
cleanup.
Retractable water hose reel for equipment cleanup.
Sink/faucet for operator cleanup.
Full restroom.
Compressor system.
Wireless keyboard and mouse.
Custom cabinetry (customer to specify).
Custom laminate colors (customer to specify).
Equipment room mounted LED flat-screen monitor
for rear operator viewing.
12V crane system to aid in equipment deployment
and retrieval.
Optional EVO II interior.
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Interiors designed to maximize operator
comfort and convenience.
Seamless FRP finished walls and ceilings
for easy cleaning.
Cabinets/walls/ceiling constructed with
high quality plywood - no particle board
or MDF material used.
Vehicle layout is specifically designed
for even weight distribution from side to
side to ensure a quality ride.
Rear floodlights are installed inside of the
rear doors for quick, simple adjustments.
Indirect high-bright LED lighting produces even lighting, which eliminates
glare on viewing monitors.
Electronic components mounted above
the desktop to increase countertop
space.
Flat screen LED video and computer
monitors mounted above desktop
(attached to electronics console) to
maximize valuable countertop space in
the Viewing Room.
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CUES CUSTOM
Trailer-Mounted Systems

CUES PROUDLY offers custom trailer-mounted systems as another effective
alternative to truck-mounted systems for all of your TV inspection and
rehabilitation needs!
CUES trailer-mounted systems can include TV inspection equipment for sewer/storm/potable water
lines, mainline joint or lateral sealing, and lateral reinstatement cutters for the relining industry. A variety
of options can be added to expand your system, as needed. Customize your trailer interior, cabinets,
equipment, and mounting configuration to fit your unique requirements!
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TRAILER-MOUNTED SYSTEMS
Features & Benefits
Customize your trailer
interior, cabinets,
equipment, and mounting
configuration to fit your
unique requirements!

The interior of the trailer is divided
into two areas of operation: a TV trailer
Control Room (operator’s station and
viewing Room) and an Equipment
Room (equipment mounting and
storage area).
The trailer is equipped with (2) roofmounted amber warning beacons and
(2) adjustable halogen floodlights as
shown on the component list.
An ergonomic control console with
rounded edges is used for mounting all
electronic components.
The Control Room is located at the
front of the trailer. A roof mounted
13,500 BTU air conditioner with built in
heat strip is supplied.
Can be used with a variety of vehicles.
Save the cost of a dedicated vehicle.
Can be set up with the same
equipment as conventional truckmounted systems.
Optional configurations are available.
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